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Introduction
In early June 2019, Wolverhampton Archaeology Group was contacted by teacher Robin Fearn asking if we
could help his school, East Park Academy celebrate their history week from the 8 th-12th July by investigating
different  aspects of their  local history.  Intrigued by this  prospect,  we set  up a meeting with Robin and
discussed how we might be able to help the children in their understanding of the history of the school and
the surroundings.

Expecting to be working with maybe two or three classes of older children, Robin asked us if they could all
be involved to some extent which would amount to about 500 pupils! Somewhat taken aback by the sheer
numbers involved, we all came up with a plan to open up a couple of one metre square test pits and get the
children sieving the soil for finds. Alongside this, in the classroom, our schools’ project lead, Carole would
give them an introduction to what archaeology is about and how the chronological layers are formed.

Fortunately, the school has a large grassed playing field adjacent to Stowheath Lane which would give us the
opportunity to  demonstrate  the  practical  archaeology side  and also  allow large  numbers  of  children  to
congregate safely. The big problem was what was underneath the field and would we find enough to keep
the children interested? We need not have worried!
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Location

East Park Academy, Hollington Rd, Wolverhampton WV1 2DS

Phone:  01902 558899

Figure 1. East Park Academy from the air with the playing field clearly seen (Courtesy of Google 
Earth).
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Figure 2. East Park Academy (orange arrow) is situated ESE of Wolverhampton city centre, adjacent 
to East Park and alongside Stowheath Lane.
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History
The area has a recorded history of coal mining and iron production going back to the 19th century but the
school itself was built sometime in the early 1950’s. Prior to this it seems farming was prevalent probably in
the shape of animal grazing.

The earliest mention of the area comes from Dr Robert Plot (Natural History of Staffordshire 1686) and he
describes two ‘lows’ in the area, one at Stowman Hill half a mile SW of Neachells and the other in South
Low field which recently had a windmill set upon it. Both lows are most likely to be Bronze Age barrows or
tumuli. More information about the tumuli can be found in Appendices B and C.

Moving on to the later medieval period, more information is available on the historic environment record
which tells us of a settlement or hamlet at Neachells (now Watery Lane and Strawberry Lane junction)
where there were 10 houses  and 3 moats and fishponds.(See Appendices D and E). The moats can be seen
on the 1816 map of Wolverhampton (See figure 4).

Looking at the 1816 map (figure 3), and this link:

http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/ordsurvdraw/w/zoomify82328.html

 much of the area seems to have been heath land (i.e. the Heath and Stow Heath) with field boundaries
encroaching into the heath possibly indicating pasture for animals rather than agriculture. Heath land itself is
usually land which has been over used in prehistory and has then become poorly productive for agriculture,
never quite regaining its previous efficacy. Could this be linked to the barrows in the vicinity from the
Bronze Age? Nearby, a barrow is also described by Plot at Nordley Hill in Wednesfield which is believed to
be under part of King George V playing fields and work by Wolverhampton Archaeology Group in 2017
(http://wolverhampton-archaeology.org.uk report number 61) discovered the remains of an early Bronze Age
roundhouse very close to where the barrow may have been located. A find of worked flint, also by the same
group, came to light adjacent to St Thomas’s Church whilst digging a test pit at the site of the old library,
indicating prehistoric activity.

Stow  Heath  was  one  of  the  two  main  royal  manors  in  the  Wolverhampton  area  and  included  east
Wolverhampton, Bilston and part of Willenhall, thus being in direct ownership of the King. According to
Wikipedia,’ the first known recording of the place name Stowheath was in c.1272 as  Stowheth, from Old
English stow - place of assembly / holy place and hæth - level, open, uncultivated land, so 'the heath of a
place called Stow'. Going back to prehistory, could the siting of the barrows around the heath have played an
important role in making the area a revered or holy place?

     An Earl Kenwulf of Stowheath was said to have fallen at the Battle of Tettenhall (910). The first lord of
Stowheath manor was Robert Burnell in the 13th Century, Lord Chancellor of England and Bishop of Bath
and Wells. (Wikipedia).

Returning  to the 1816 map, there is also a manor house called Stow Manor but as to whether it was the
main manor house is open to dispute as the original is reputed to have been built in Bilston (AD 1450) and is
now the Greyhound and Punchbowl pub. Stow Manor was situated on Manor Lane (also called Theives
Lane) which was eventually to be incorporated into Chillington Iron Works.
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Stowheath Lane is an old road seen on the map and when it reaches the Willenhall Road it dives off in a NW
direction  at  which  point  it  becomes  Deans  Road  which  is  most  likely  a  reference  to  the  Deans  of
Wolverhampton. The Dean was head of a chapter of Canons at St Peter’s Collegiate Church and the church
was not disestablished until 1846 when it was no longer under Royal control.     

Figure 3. 1816 Map of Wolverhampton (Courtesy of the British Library).
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Figure 4. Enlarged 1816 map of Wolverhampton showing moats towards the NE at Neachells and 
Stow Manor towards SW.

It is interesting that the 1816 map shows this area to be quite rural with a few houses/farms and no signs of
industry but the towns of Wolverhampton and Bilston do seem to be expanding outwards. When we move on
to the 1:50000 first series OS map (1834) things look vastly different. There are collieries and furnaces
taking over and an explosion of other buildings and also a brick yard to cater for the expansion.
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Figure 5. 1834 First series 1:50000 OS Map 

With the canals and the new toll roads, movement of iron, coal and associated products became much easier
and quicker allowing the area to ‘explode’ with industry. Jobs were more freely available and many farm
workers were moving to the towns and cities with their families. Chillington Iron Works was founded in
1822 with the land being leased from the Giffard family at Chillington Hall.

Unfortunately, as can be seen from the painting by George Wallis of Chillington Iron Works in 1837 (figure
6), the area was ‘plundered’ for its coal and ironstone and the air was filled with fumes and sulphur from the
iron working processes.

Figure 7 shows a watercolour painting possibly attributed to A E Everitt and this shows four blast furnaces
and a high chimney together with forges and mills for the manufacture of all types of finished iron. In the
background the square tower of St Peter’s Church can be seen next to the pointed spire of St George’s . Once
again, the area looks very bleak with huge disturbance of the ground.
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 Figure 6.  Chillington Iron Works 1837 (painting by George Wallis, Wolverhampton Archives)

Figure 7.  Blast furnaces, (A E Everitt?), Chillington Iron Company 1840. (Wolverhampton archives)
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Figure 8.  1:10000 OS map 1889 (Courtesy Old Maps. Com)

After another 50 years or so of iron working and coal extraction we can see the results on the 1889 OS map
(figure 8) which shows the extent of the destruction. Nothing has escaped the miners and iron workers and
the whole area is littered with ‘old shafts’. (See figure 9 below). Many more houses can be seen which
would have accommodated the workers but who was getting rich from all of this spoiling-it certainly wasn’t
the workers! Life would have been hard and cut short with illness, especially respiratory problems and
accidents in the mines and foundries.
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Figure 9. Extent of recorded mineshafts coloured yellow.

In  1896,  East  Park  was  opened  having  been  created  from derelict  land  riddled  with  mine  shafts  and
spoilheaps from the iron working processes created by the Chillington iron works. This was the little ‘sister’
to West Park on the other side of Wolverhampton and it had gardens, a boating pool, a sports ground and
nursery. For more information see Annex 5.
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Figure 10. 1:10,000 OS Map 1903 showing East Park (courtesy Old Maps .Com)

More recently,  the land surrounding the park has been developed and many houses  have been built  to
accommodate the growing Wolverhampton population. The 1968 map (figure 11) shows extensive housing
and East Park School which was built in the 1950’s along with Monmore Green stadium famous for its
speedway and greyhound racing.
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Figure 11. 1:10,000 OS Map 1968 (Courtesy Old Maps.Com)
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Methodology
Taking into account all of the relevant factors such as time, location, numbers involved and participator
experience, it was decided to carry out the project digging one metre square test pits and sieving the spoil for
any man-made artefacts. These artefacts would then be separated by reference to their depth within the pit.
After washing, the finds would then be recorded on to a spread sheet for analysis and conclusions drawn.

Before all this was done, it was necessary for the children to have some idea of what archaeology is and why
stratigraphy is important so Carole would tell them about ‘layers in archaeology’ and how they were formed
with older artefacts underneath newer ones. They would also do some of their own online investigations for
more information.

Afterwards, the children would participate in sieving the spoil from test pits on the school field and washing
any finds. Common and interesting artefacts were also to be displayed and discussed close to the test pits on
tables to show the children what might turn up.

 All of the arrangements for movement of the children were to be conducted by the teaching staff so that
they were accompanied at all times and were not left alone.

All test pits complied with the following criteria:

 be one metre square and up to 1 metre deep

 be closed or protected at the end of the day so there would be no hazard 
 turves are removed and carefully stored so they can be replaced later.

 soil is removed 10 cm at a time and carefully sieved on to polythene sheet

 any finds (pottery, glass, tiles etc) are washed and stored according to their depth

 digging stops when finds run out or archaeology (building remains) are found

At the end of the dig, the pit is filled in and the turves replaced in the same order as they were removed.
Any finds of value or interest would become the property of the School or be subject to inquest if treasure
trove.

Before test pits were to be located on the ground it was decided to carry out a small geophysical survey
close to the trees and the main road but this proved to be inconclusive.

Two test pits were dug to allow children to participate and to allow ample time for the procedure to be
carried out to a satisfactory conclusion. 
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Test Pits

Figure 12. Position of test pits on school field. (Courtesy of Google Earth).
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Results

Test pit 1

Figure 13. Test pit 1. Sieving of spoil for finds.  

Test pit one was located between the running track and the trees lining Stowheath Lane as it was hoped
this may have been least disturbed by all the mining activities in the area. The turf was carefully cut and
removed and stored in the same order it was taken off to facilitate its replacement when the pit was filled
in. Spit one contained basically top soil used for the initial laying of the grass.
Almost from the start, artefacts of a reasonable age which might be expected to turn up in later spits
further down the sequence came to light. Figure 14 shows a prime example which turned up in spit 2 being
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heavy duty black glaze ware probably with a dairy function and  a date range from mid to late 17 th century
up to the early 19th century.

Figure 14. Piece of black glaze ware.

Many finds were being made by the children who were carefully sieving the contents of the pit and these
were being stored by their relevant spit number and then washed and dried for storage.  Although there were
many interesting finds, they were of a mixed nature with modern material next to older and this continued
through  all  the  spits  until  a  depth  of  about  55  centimetres  was  reached  and  a  hard  black  layer  was
discovered. For the previous 15 or so centimetres before turning black, the content had become slightly
redder with clay and ash but the artefact content was still mixed with no clear stratification. A large amount
of slag and iron working waste materials had been found.
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Figure 15. Test pit1. Next group ready to start sieving!
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Figure 16. Test pit 1. Mr Fearn explaining the procedure to children.
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Figure 17. Test pit 1 at conclusion showing black aggregate.

Digging ceased at this point (figure 17) because no more artefacts were forthcoming and the black layer
contained aggregate  which  was almost  impossible  to  dig,  suggesting this  was a  road or  track of  some
description.

The pit was filled in and the turf replaced. The list of finds from test pit 1 and test put 2 may be found in
Appendix A
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Test pit 2 
Test pit two was positioned further away from the road and nearer to houses in the hope of getting clear of
the disturbance and iron working materials. However, right from the start after removing the turf, black
aggregate containing coal, slag, furnace material and ash was encountered and because of this sieving was
impossible. 

A watching brief was set up to look for artefacts as the pit was emptied although no finds of interest were
made except for iron production waste. During this time children were washing finds from test pit 1 and
were discussing other interesting items (see figures 18 and 19).

Figure 18. Finds being washed by the children.
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Figure 19. Discussing finds with Jan.
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Figure 20. Test pit 2 showing section heavily impregnated with coal and furnace waste.

At about 80 centimetres depth, the furnace waste and coal gave way to yellow/red clay which seemed not to
be contaminated with the iron working waste. (See figures 20 and 21).
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Figure 21. Test pit 2 at approximately one metre depth with clean clay.
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Figure 22. Fragments of clay containing charcoal.

Although the clay from test pit two appeared clean of iron working waste, many fragments of charcoal were 
present (see figure 22).
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Discussion
Many interesting finds were made during this dig but sadly just about everything has been disturbed, moved
and re-positioned destroying the stratigraphy of the site. Without secure layers it is possible to say that all
this material could have been brought in from somewhere else to build up the ground level for development
during the mid 20th century to construct the school and nearby houses.

However, we do know a fair bit about the recent documented history with the iron working and mining from
the early 19th century, about how it was mined for coal and ironstone, about how the land was trashed and
left as an eyesore and then re-developed in the 20th century so it probably would be fair to say that the
material was already there on or in the ground.

The artefacts discovered do seem to give a good flavour of what has happened industrially as the amount of
waste in the shape of slag, coal, ash and furnace material has been incredible. 

There is evidence for buildings in that there are bricks (some pre-1810 as they contain no frogs), roof tiles,
floor tiles, window glass, slate, plaster, nails and mortar. 

What about people? A lot of pottery was found which could have its origins in the 17 th century although it is
not stratified. There were clay pipe fragments and pieces of animal bone too indicating people were nearby.
Could all of this material have come from the demolition of the buildings associated with the furnaces? Yes,
it is quite possible and the workers may have left their mark with the domestic finds. Although some of the
pottery has its origins in the 17th century, it is important to remember its use continued into the early 19 th

century and it would seem more probable that the finds made on this occasion would sit better in this period.

All of the finds were jumbled, suggesting that 19th century material was mixed with 20th century when the
ground was being prepared and levelled for the school and its playing field in the 1950’s. With regard to the
black aggregate material in test pit 1 at 55cm depth, it could be anyone’s guess as to when and why this was
laid.  At first glance it looks 20th century so was it put down as a drainage precursor prior to spreading the
demolition material for the playing field? It was difficult to dig and impossible to sieve.

The black material in test pit 2 was different to that in test pit 1 in that it contained large amounts of coal
slack, ash and some clay almost as if it was a waste product that had been deposited in layers out of the way
of the work area. Perhaps it was just a convenient dumping area for furnace waste that had built up over the
years. Looking at the paintings from the first half of the 19 th century the ground is very uneven and pitted
and this might have been an opportunity to level off the ground surface using this material and getting it out
of the way.

There is one more thing to mention and that concerns the clay in test pit 2 (see figure 22) found at a depth of
about one metre underneath the black furnace waste.  From about 80 centimetres, the waste begins to run out
leaving eventually what appears to be ‘clean’ yellow clay i. e. no contamination from the fragments of coal
and ash at about a metre depth. Within this yellow ‘clean’ clay are fragments of charcoal several mms long
but no ash or coal. Assuming these fragments pre-date the furnace waste deposition what could they be?
Could it be possible they were deposited sometime in prehistory when the heath was in use? We shall never
know but samples were retained just in case someone has some spare money to send them for radio carbon
dating!
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Conclusion
There is a vast amount of evidence from this site to confirm what the records tell us about the mining and
the iron working that took place here in the 19th century. People were here; they were living and working
pulling coal out of the ground, making iron, and at the same time creating huge amounts of waste and most
likely wealth for a select few.

Figure 23. Sample of coal from pit 2.

One conclusion that could be drawn from the mixed waste is that it may have been brought on to the site for
levelling purposes but in reality, it is more likely it was already there and was mixed up in the 1950’s whilst
the site was being developed. One only has to look at the water colour paintings to appreciate the amount of
destruction,  pollution  and waste  that  took place as  the  ground surface  and underneath was ravaged by
mining and waste tipping in the pursuit of profit.

Whatever happened on the heath prior to all this destruction will not be answered by this project but there
must be a little corner somewhere that remains untouched and hopefully one day it may surface and tell us a
bit more of the story. For now, the children of the school have discovered how their recent ancestors lived,
what they did to survive and the conditions they had to endure to earn money and support their families. It
was a very harsh life!
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Slag finds

Figure 24.. Tap slag

Figure 25. Tap slag
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Figure 26. Vitreous slag.

Figure 27.. Blast furnace slag.
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Figure 28. Blast furnace slag.

Figure 29. Blast furnace slag.
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Figure 30. Vitreous blast furnace slag with iron adhering.

Figure 31. Furnace lining.
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Appendix A Test pit finds.

Test Pit 1 1 2 3 4 5
Spit Depth

Pottery type
Roman

Anglo-Saxon
Post A/S
Medieval

Post Medieval
Modern

Unglazed 1 1
Drain pipe 1 4 1 1

Medieval Orange       
Midlands

sandyware       
Midlands white       

Coarse black
earthenware 2 3 4

Fine black
earthenware 25

Midlands Yellow 1 1
Midlands Purple

White 6 11 3 6
Mottled

Brownware
Brownware

Slipware
Stoneware 1 2 1

Blue & White 4 5 3
Creamware

Modern 1 4 4
Window Glass 2 17
WG decorated

WG frosted
WG yellow

Glass - other 1 14 17 6 9
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Floor Tiles 2 1
Roof Tiles 9 5 1 3

Tiles unspecified 2
Slate 2 20 33 6 2

Plaster 2 3 2
Mortar 5 9 3 5

Brick 2 26 9 6 9
MBT

Sandstone 1
Pipe Stems 3/64"
Pipe Stems 4/64" 1720-
1750
Pipe Stems 5/64" 1720 1
Pipe Stems 6/64" 1680-
1720 2
Pipe Stems 7/64" 1680
Pipe Stems 8/64" 1650-
1680
Pipe Stems 9/64" 1650
Sum stems 0 1

Weighted bore
#####

# 6.0
#####

#
#####

# 5.0

Date (Heighton)
#####

#
1710.

0
#####

#
#####

# 1742.7

Date (Binford)
#####

#
1702.

3
#####

#
#####

# 1740.6

Date (Hanson)
#####

#
1672.

3
#####

#
#####

# 1731.3
Pipe bowl 2
Charcoal 1

Coal 3 4 4
Slag 2 10 7 5

Bone 1 3
Shell
Nail 1 4
Flint

Copper/Brass
Notes S1
Notes S2 Tooth found
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Notes S3 wire and iron slab

Notes S4
length of wire and 
some plastic

Notes S5 1 door latch

Notes S5
1 rusted 
plate

Test pit 2

The soil in this test pit was rock hard and difficult to sieve
A visual inspection of the soil was done as it was removed.
Nothing significant was found.
Between 80 to 100cm a patch of soft clay was seen. This contained 
charcoal.
Is this the remains of the heath? A sample has been retained.
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Appendix B HER 2506 Stowman Low barrow
HER Number: 2506

Name: STOWMAN LOW BARROW; SW OF NEACHELLS

Summary

Possible barrow site on Stowman Hill, on road between Wolverhampton and Walsall, half a mile south west
of Neachells. As with many of the possible burial mounds around Wolverhampton the barrow has been
associated with the burial of the dead from the Battle of Tettenhall/Wednesfield (910) though burial mounds
are more normally prehistoric.

Monument Types

 BARROW? (Bronze Age - 2350 BC to 701 BC)

 BARROW? (Saxon - 410 AD to 1065 AD)

Local Authority: Wolverhampton

Grid Reference: SO 9431 9843

Map: Show location on Streetmap

Designation: None recorded

Description

At end of 17th centruy Plot speaks of a barrow on Stowman's Hill on the road between Wolverhampton and
Walsall, half a mile SW of the village of Neachells. (1) 
Great Low called Stowman Hill, not many years ago was carried away to mend roads and is now become a
pit. (2) 
Nothing remarkable found upon removing of Stowman Low. (3) 
No traces of barrow seen. Area developed with C19 & C20 housing. (4) (5) 
Gazeteer. (6)
 Marked meeting place of townships of Wolverhampton, Bilston, Willenhall & Wednesfield & accounts for
disturbed state of boundary on maps at this point. (7) 
Summary Account. (8) 
As with many of the possible burial mounds around Wolverhampton the barrow has been associated with the
burial of the dead from the Battle of Tettenhall/Wednesfield (910) though burial mounds are more normally
prehistoric.

<1> Plot, Robert, 1686, The Natural History of Staffordshire, 415 (Bibliographic reference). SBL5357.

<2> Shaw Stebbing, 1798, The History and Antiquities of Staffordshire, 38 (Bibliographic reference). 
SBL5320.

<3> Shaw, Stebbing, 1801, The History and Antiquities of Staffordshire, 150 (Bibliographic reference). 
SBL5321.

<4> 1956, OS Card (Bibliographic reference). SBL5620.
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<5> Lang NAR, 1988, Untitled Source (Unpublished document). SBL6342.

<6> Gunstone A J H, 1965, An Archaeological Gazetteer of Staffordshire Part II, 5; 59 (Bibliographic 
reference). SBL5444.

<7> Mander G, 1945, Wolverhampton Antiquary Vol 2, 3; 90 (Bibliographic reference). SBL5145.

<8> Horovitz, David, 2010, Notes and Materials on the Battle of Tettenhall and other researches 
(Bibliographic reference). SBL7421.
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Staffordshire. Vol 1. 38. 

[3]
SBL5321 - Bibliographic reference: Shaw, Stebbing. 1801. The History and Antiquities of 
Staffordshire. Vol 2, Part 1. 150. 

[4] SBL5620 - Bibliographic reference: 1956. OS Card. RCHM. 
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[6]
SBL5444 - Bibliographic reference: Gunstone A J H. 1965. An Archaeological Gazetteer of 
Staffordshire Part II. 5. NSJFS. 5; 59. 

[7] SBL5145 - Bibliographic reference: Mander G. 1945. Wolverhampton Antiquary Vol 2. 3; 90. 

[8]
SBL7421 - Bibliographic reference: Horovitz, David. 2010. Notes and Materials on the Battle of 
Tettenhall and other researches. 
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Appendix C HER 353 Southlow field windmill
HER Number: 353

Name: SOUTH LOW FIELD WINDMILL; NEACHELLS

Summary

A barrow or tumulus in this area which had recently had a windmill set upon it, is recorded in the 17th
century. As with many of the possible burial mounds on the north side of Wolverhampton the barrow has
been associated with the burial of the dead from the Battle of Tettenhall/Wednesfield (910) though it is
perhaps more likely to have been prehistoric.

Monument Types

 ROUND BARROW (Bronze Age - 2350 BC to 701 BC?)

 WINDMILL (Post Medieval - 1540 AD to 1900 AD)

Local Authority: Wolverhampton
Grid Reference: SO 947 993

Map: Show location on Streetmap
Designation: None recorded

Description

Plot, writiing in the late 17th century, says that there was a low (i.e. burial mound) in South Low field which
recently had a windmill set upon it. The Low was there within living memory and he thought that it was
associated with the Battle of Tettenhall/Wednesfield.(1) (2) 

Huntbach (1639-1705) says that a tumulus was visible in his day but Wilkes, says that the windmill was set
upon hard rock. (3) Described as being at Mill Hill, Nechells Lane, the hill made of igneous rock, which
may once have had a low upon it. (4) 

An early windmill existed on Mill Hill, poss until 1750, c.half mile to S of Wednesfield Church. (5)

As  with  many  of  the  possible  burial  sites  on  the  north  side  of  Wolverhampton  the  barrow  has  been
associated with the burial of the dead from the Battle of Tettenhall/Wednesfield (910) though it is perhaps
more likely to have been prehistoric. Its location is uncertain but has been moved to the area suggested by
Horovitz which does lie on high ground. (6)

<1> Plot, Robert, 1686, The Natural History of Staffordshire, 415 (Bibliographic reference). SBL5357.

<2> Horovitz, David, 2010, Notes and Materials on the Battle of Tettenhall and other researches 
(Bibliographic reference). SBL7421.

<3> Shaw, Stebbing, 1801, The History and Antiquities of Staffordshire, 150 (Bibliographic reference). 
SBL5321.

<4> Smallshire J L, 1978, Wednesfield Field of Woden (Bibliographic reference). SBL5198.

<5> Job B, 1984, Staffs Windmills (Bibliographic reference). SBL5122.
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<6> Mike Shaw, 2011, Comment 2011 (Comment). SBL7415.

Sources and Further Reading

[1] SBL5357 - Bibliographic reference: Plot, Robert. 1686. The Natural History of Staffordshire. 415. 

[2]
SBL7421 - Bibliographic reference: Horovitz, David. 2010. Notes and Materials on the Battle of 
Tettenhall and other researches. 

[3]
SBL5321 - Bibliographic reference: Shaw, Stebbing. 1801. The History and Antiquities of 
Staffordshire. Vol 2, Part 1. 150. 

[4] SBL5198 - Bibliographic reference: Smallshire J L. 1978. Wednesfield Field of Woden. 

[5] SBL5122 - Bibliographic reference: Job B. 1984. Staffs Windmills. 

[6] SBL7415 - Comment: Mike Shaw. 2011. Comment 2011. 
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Appendix D HER 8706 Settlement (site), Neachells

HER Number: 8706

Name: SETTLEMENT (SITE); NEACHELLS
Summary

Ancient hamplet of Nechells, documented from the 13th century. Had a complex of 3 moats and fishponds,
still visible on the Tithe map 1840.
Monument Types

 SETTLEMENT (Medieval - 1066 AD to 1539 AD)

Local Authority: Wolverhampton

Grid Reference: SO 9475 9900

Map: Show location on Streetmap

Designation: None recorded

Description

Ancient hamlet of Nechells derived its name from Echelles. 'The Twenty Trees' between the road junctions
of Watery Lane & Strawberry Lane, behind which lay 10 houses & a vacant moat (SMR 2528). This area
was the 'Meeting of the Ways' mentioned as the home of the Hopes in C16, when the other families were
Wilkes, Hynton & Tomkys. Complex of 3 moats & fishponds. 1448 - 2 non- residents of Wednesfield were
arrested & charged with 'stealing fish from the fisheries at Wodnesfeld to the value of 100 shillings' (SHC
111/179 De banco). Probable fisheries were those shown on 1840 Tithe map at Neachells. {1}.

 C13 - Echeles. No trace in A-S - all forms Mid Eng. Old French - echelles - ladders, steps, stairs meaning a
2-storey house. In C13 this would be rare enough to excite local interest, probably an innovation at the time
since records at time were written in Old French. In Mercia, no name to describe 2- storied houses until C13.
{2}

Latest research on place names suggests that Neachells in fact derives from OE 'ecels' an addition, land
added to an estate, with the n from comes from 'atten' at the. Giving the rather prosaic meaning of 'at the
land added to an estate'. (3)

<1> Smallshire J L, 1978, Wednesfield Field of Woden (Bibliographic reference). SBL5198.

<2> Duignan W H, 1902, Notes on Staffs Place Names (Bibliographic reference). SBL5077.

<3> Horovitz, David, 2005, The Place Names of Staffordshire, 405 (Bibliographic reference). SBL7204.

Sources and Further Reading

[1] SBL5198 - Bibliographic reference: Smallshire J L. 1978. Wednesfield Field of Woden. 

[2] SBL5077 - Bibliographic reference: Duignan W H. 1902. Notes on Staffs Place Names. 
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[3] SBL7204 - Bibliographic reference: Horovitz, David. 2005. The Place Names of Staffordshire. 405.
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Appendix E HER 1779 Neachells Hall moated site
HER Number: 1779

Name: NEACHELLS HALL MOATED SITE (Site of)

Summary

The  Wednesfield  tithe  map  of  1842  shows  Neachells  Hall  set  at  right  angles  to  Neachells  Lane  and
surrounded by a moat on three sides. By the late 19th century it had been destroyed by coal mining. The hall
was a landmark for hundreds of years and was shown on most early county maps. It was in the hands of the
Hope family for generations.  In the 1666 hearth tax it  was in the possession of Fowke Hope and was
assessed on 8 hearths. In the 1850s it was used as a beerhouse 'The Board' and subsequently fell into disuse
and disrepair.

Monument Types

 MOAT (Medieval to Post Medieval - 1066 AD to 1900 AD)

Local Authority: Wolverhampton

Grid Reference: SO 9480 9895

Map: Show location on Streetmap

Designation: None recorded

Description

The Wednesfield tithe map shows three waterfilled moats at Neachells in close proximity. (1) 

All three are also marked on Yates' map of 1775. (2) 

By the time of the first detailed Ordnance Survey map these had largely been obliterated by coal mining and
the area was covered in spoil heaps and rough ground. (3)

The central moat is likely to mark the site of Neachells Hall. The tithe map shows that at this time the moat
had three sides; on the fourth side the hall adjoined Neachells Lane (was this side originally also enclosed by
a moat? Has the road been cut through the moat?). (1

Neachells Hall was a landmark for hundreds of years and was shown on most early county maps. It was in
the hands of the Hope family for generations. In the 1666 hearth tax it was in the possession of Fowke Hope
and was assessed on 8 hearths. In the 1850s it was used as a beerhouse 'The Board' and subsequently fell
into disuse and disrepair. Only part of the gateway remained into the 20th century. (4) 

Information on 'Hope of Nechells'. (5) 

The hall was painted by Thomas Peploe Wood in 1837 (described as Wednesfield - 'Old Hall'). It shows a
Georgian building but with a Tudor chimney stack. The original is now in the possession of the William Salt
Library. (6)

<1> 1842, Wednesfield Tithe Map (Map). SBL2418.
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<2> Yates W, 1775, A map of the county of Staffordshire (Map). SBL6809.

<3> 1889, Ordnance Survey 1st edn 25" map Staffs 62.8 (Map). SBL6874.

<4> Smallshire J L, 1978, Wednesfield Field of Woden, 67 (Bibliographic reference). SBL5198.

<5> Mander G, Wolv Antiquary (Bibliographic reference). SBL5141.

<6> William Salt Library, Staffordshire Views Collection, www.views.staffspasttrack.org.uk/ (Painting(s)). 
SBL7517.

Sources and Further Reading

[1] SBL2418 - Map: 1842. Wednesfield Tithe Map. 

[2] SBL6809 - Map: Yates W. 1775. A map of the county of Staffordshire. 1:63360. 

[3] SBL6874 - Map: 1889. Ordnance Survey 1st edn 25" map Staffs 62.8. 1:2500. 

[4] SBL5198 - Bibliographic reference: Smallshire J L. 1978. Wednesfield Field of Woden. 67. 

[5] SBL5141 - Bibliographic reference: Mander G. Wolv Antiquary. 

[6]
SBL7517 - Painting(s): William Salt Library. Staffordshire Views Collection. 
www.views.staffspasttrack.org.uk/. 
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Appendix F East Park
East Park, Wolverhampton, England, West Midlands

Brief Description

East Park is a public park dating from the late-19th century, designed by Thomas Mawson. Most of the
original features have been lost, although the bandstand remains.
History

This public park was created by Wolverhampton Council, and opened in September 1896.
Visitor Facilities

This is a municipal site for general public use. Please see:

 http://www.wolverhampton.gov.uk/leisure_culture/parks_recreation/parks/major.htm

Detailed Description

The park has  changed little  in  terms of  morphology and ground plan since its  original  design,  though
Mawson's large, central boating lake was lost in the 1920s, due to drainage problems caused by mineshafts.
Moreover,  there  have  been  major  changes  in  structural  elements.  The  swimming  pool,  nursery,  tennis
pavillion, and boathouses have all been lost, and though the bandstand remains, it is in poor repair. Recent
additions include new tennis courts, an 'Astroturf' sports field, a cycle track, golf course, and children's play
area.

Features 

 Bandstand 

 Earliest Date: 01 Jan 1945

 Latest Date: 01 Jan 1955

 Outdoor Swimming Pool 

 Description: Post-war paddling pool

 Earliest Date: 01 Jan 1945

 Latest Date: 01 Jan 2008

Access & Directions 
Access Contact Details

This is a municipal site for general public use. Please see: 
http://www.wolverhampton.gov.uk/leisure_culture/parks_recreation/parks/major.htm

History 

Detailed History
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East Park was the second public park created by Wolverhampton Council in the latter years of the
19th century.  The land was donated by the Duke of Sutherland and local industrialist  Sir Alfred
Hickman, following political pressure that resulted from the creation of Wolverhampton's West Park.
The 49-acre site sat on derelict land riddled with the mineshafts and spoilheaps of the old Chillington
colliery. As such, the project was one of the country's first civic schemes aimed at reclaiming derelict
land.

In the spirit of the time, a design competition was held, but none of the entries met the corporation's
budgetary  stipulations.  Nonetheless,  one  of  the  entrants,  Thomas  Mawson,  was  retained  as  a
consultant,  and advised the Borough Surveyor on the design of the park. The design included a
children's  play  area,  an  outdoor  swimming  pool,  and  11  acres  of  sports  grounds,  as  well  as
shrubberies, flower beds, and basic amenities. The main feature was a large boating lake, though
plans  for  a  large  building  (an  eyecatcher)  overlooking  it  never  reached  fruition.  In  contrast,  a
bandstand was built, though this was not present on the original plans. In 1887, an impressive clock
tower  (known  as  the  Lysaght  Memorial  Clock  Tower)  was  built,  creating  an  important  local
landmark and focal point for the park.

East Park was opened by the Lady Mayoress of Wolverhampton in September 1896. The park as it
existed at  this  time amounted to a simplified version of Mawson's grand scheme. It  featured an
outdoor swimming pool, nursery, tennis pavillion, and boathouses. Unfortunately, the venture was
less successful than was hoped. This was perhaps partly because of problems with access (the main
entrance  tracked through rough ground).  Another  problem may have been the  lack  of  domestic
housing in the immediate area. Finally, problems keeping the boating lake ‘topped up' undermined
one of the park's major attractions.

Nonetheless,  the  park  was reinvigorated  soon after  World  War  II,  following the  construction  of
housing nearby. This led to the construction of new sport and leisure facilities, and to this day plans
to restore and refurbish neglected elements of the park persist.

Associated People 

Just one person associated to East Park, Wolverhampton

 Thomas Hayton Mawson
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